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A prevention for schizophrenia is still aA prevention for schizophrenia is still a

holy grail and whether it exists at all is theholy grail and whether it exists at all is the

$64 000 question. This grail is no closer$64 000 question. This grail is no closer

and answers to the big question are noand answers to the big question are no

clearer after reading this multi-authorclearer after reading this multi-author

collection of essays.collection of essays.

Prevention is classically divided intoPrevention is classically divided into

primary, secondary and tertiary, althoughprimary, secondary and tertiary, although

the second and third are concerned withthe second and third are concerned with

treatment and management in the healthtreatment and management in the health

service. Primary prevention of new cases ofservice. Primary prevention of new cases of

disorder is quite different and often reliesdisorder is quite different and often relies

on population-based methods and changeson population-based methods and changes

in policy. Thus, primary prevention ofin policy. Thus, primary prevention of

cardiovascular disease includes limitingcardiovascular disease includes limiting

tobacco advertising and improving foodtobacco advertising and improving food

labelling. Primary prevention of suddenlabelling. Primary prevention of sudden

infant death syndrome has involved publicinfant death syndrome has involved public

education programmes to encourageeducation programmes to encourage

parents to lie their babies on their backs.parents to lie their babies on their backs.

What are the likely public health inter-What are the likely public health inter-

ventions that might reduce the incidence ofventions that might reduce the incidence of

schizophrenia? First we must ask whatschizophrenia? First we must ask what

causes schizophrenia. A number of chapterscauses schizophrenia. A number of chapters

in this book give excellent reviews ofin this book give excellent reviews of

the literature considering this question,the literature considering this question,

although many are tailored to this bookalthough many are tailored to this book

only by the insertion of a beginning andonly by the insertion of a beginning and

ending paragraph on prevention. Some ofending paragraph on prevention. Some of

the risk factors, such as being brought up inthe risk factors, such as being brought up in

an urban environment, seem to give littlean urban environment, seem to give little

hope for prevention unless cities are donehope for prevention unless cities are done

away with. Genetic risk factors can, ataway with. Genetic risk factors can, at

present, be used only to counsel those withpresent, be used only to counsel those with

affected relatives. Obstetric difficulties mayaffected relatives. Obstetric difficulties may

be a causal factor, but services are in anybe a causal factor, but services are in any

case trying to reduce these and there wouldcase trying to reduce these and there would

seem to be little scope for further action.seem to be little scope for further action.

So what is the conclusion about theSo what is the conclusion about the

prevention of schizophrenia? Many limitsprevention of schizophrenia? Many limits

and not many opportunities: furtherand not many opportunities: further

research is needed.research is needed.
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Eric Engstrom is a bilingual historian whoEric Engstrom is a bilingual historian who

has already published scholarly works inhas already published scholarly works in

both English and German, focusing on theboth English and German, focusing on the

19th century. This time, he has examined19th century. This time, he has examined

the evolution of the psychiatric professionthe evolution of the psychiatric profession

in Germany, from just before nationalin Germany, from just before national

unification to the outbreak of the Firstunification to the outbreak of the First

World War. In this story, he finds theWorld War. In this story, he finds the

outstanding process to be the rise ofoutstanding process to be the rise of

university psychiatric clinics, providing auniversity psychiatric clinics, providing a

contrast with the established culture of thecontrast with the established culture of the

asylum.asylum.

Engstrom describes the mental hospitalsEngstrom describes the mental hospitals

of the mid-century as ‘institutions ofof the mid-century as ‘institutions of

discipline and care, expressions of bothdiscipline and care, expressions of both

bourgeois moralism and solicitude. Theirbourgeois moralism and solicitude. Their

directors were patriarchs . . . their exactingdirectors were patriarchs . . . their exacting

house rules effected a certain bedlamichouse rules effected a certain bedlamic

order’ (‘bedlamic’ is a new adjective toorder’ (‘bedlamic’ is a new adjective to

me). In this they resembled institutionsme). In this they resembled institutions

elsewhere in Europe and in the USA, butelsewhere in Europe and in the USA, but

in Germany the system was more efficientin Germany the system was more efficient

and even more rigid. Nevertheless, by theand even more rigid. Nevertheless, by the

end of the century ‘entirely different institu-end of the century ‘entirely different institu-

tions had come to represent the epitome oftions had come to represent the epitome of

professional power and knowledge’. Theseprofessional power and knowledge’. These

were the university psychiatric clinics,were the university psychiatric clinics,

which were significantly smaller, centrallywhich were significantly smaller, centrally

situated and headed by doctors who weresituated and headed by doctors who were

not only clinicians and administrators butnot only clinicians and administrators but

natural scientists. In Engstrom’s view, theynatural scientists. In Engstrom’s view, they

were nationally conceived to try to solvewere nationally conceived to try to solve

the troublesome ‘social problem’ of insanity.the troublesome ‘social problem’ of insanity.

British readers will then wonder whyBritish readers will then wonder why

nothing like this existed in the UK untilnothing like this existed in the UK until

the late 1930s – an enigma that awaits anthe late 1930s – an enigma that awaits an

historically satisfying answer.historically satisfying answer.

One factor here may be the moreOne factor here may be the more

intrusive power of the state in Wilhelmineintrusive power of the state in Wilhelmine

Germany, which made professional prac-Germany, which made professional prac-

tices inherently ‘political’. From the othertices inherently ‘political’. From the other

direction, psychiatrists are said to havedirection, psychiatrists are said to have

‘mobilised much of the cultural machinery‘mobilised much of the cultural machinery

needed to expand the profession’s influenceneeded to expand the profession’s influence

across civil society’. Anticipating the 1960s,across civil society’. Anticipating the 1960s,

Engstrom identifies a movement of ‘anti-Engstrom identifies a movement of ‘anti-

psychiatry’ in this period, but regards fearpsychiatry’ in this period, but regards fear

of confinement in an asylum as indicating aof confinement in an asylum as indicating a
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